Background
==========

Sequence-derived structural and physicochemical descriptors have frequently been used in machine learning prediction of protein structural and functional classes \[[@B1]-[@B5]\], protein-protein interactions \[[@B6]-[@B9]\], subcellular locations \[[@B10]-[@B16]\], peptides containing specific properties\[[@B17],[@B18]\], microarray data \[[@B19]\] and protein secondary structure prediction \[[@B20]\]. These descriptors serve to represent and distinguish proteins or peptides of different structural, functional and interaction profiles by exploring their distinguished features in compositions, correlations, and distributions of the constituent amino acids and their structural and physicochemical properties \[[@B2],[@B8],[@B21],[@B22]\]. There is thus a need to comparatively evaluate the effectiveness of these descriptor-sets for predicting different functional problems by using the same machine learning method and parameter optimization algorithm. Moreover, it is of interest to examine whether combined use of these descriptor-sets help to improve predictive performance.

This work is intended to evaluate the effectiveness of a total of six individual descriptor-sets and four combination-sets (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) in the prediction of several protein functional families by using support vector machine (SVM). Six sets of individual descriptors and three combination-sets have been separately utilized in machine learning prediction of different protein functional and structural properties, all of which have shown impressive predictive performances \[[@B22]-[@B24]\]. The six individual sets are amino acid compositions \[[@B23]\] (Set D1), dipeptide compositions \[[@B24]\] (Set D2), normalized Moreau-Broto autocorrelation \[[@B25],[@B26]\] (Set D3), Moran autocorrelation \[[@B27]\] (Set D4), Geary autocorrelation \[[@B28]\] (Set D5), and the composition, transition and distribution of structural and physicochemical properties \[[@B2]-[@B6],[@B8],[@B17],[@B29],[@B30]\] (Set D6). The three combination-sets are quasi sequence order formed by weighted sums of amino acid compositions and physicochemical coupling correlations \[[@B10],[@B11],[@B18],[@B31]\] (Set D7), pseudo amino acid composition (PseAA) formed by weighted sums of amino acid compositions and physicochemical square correlations \[[@B23],[@B32]\] (Set D8), and combination of amino acid compositions and dipeptide compositions (Set D9) \[[@B24],[@B33]\]. In this work, we also considered a fourth combination-set that combines descriptor-sets D1 through D8 (Set D10).

###### 

Protein descriptors commonly used for predicting protein functional families.

  **Sets**   **Descriptor-sets**                                       **No. of descriptors (properties)**   **No. of components**   **Type**                                                                        **Physicochemical properties**                                                                                                                                                                                               **Refs**
  ---------- --------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------
  D1         Amino acid composition                                    1                                     20                      Sequence composition                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         \[23\]
  D2         Dipeptide composition                                     1                                     400                     Sequence composition                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         \[24\]
  D3         Normalized Moreau -- Broto autocorrelation                8                                     240                     Correlation of physicochemical properties                                       Hydrophobicity scale, average flexibility index, polarizability parameter, free energy of amino acid solution in water, residue accessible surface area, amino acid residue volume, steric parameters, relative mutability   \[25, 26\]
  D4         Moran autocorrelation                                     8                                     240                     Correlation of physicochemical properties                                       Hydrophobicity scale, average flexibility index, polarizability parameter, free energy of amino acid solution in water, residue accessible surface area, amino acid residue volume, steric parameters, relative mutability   \[27\]
  D5         Geary autocorrelation                                     8                                     240                     Square correlation of physicochemical properties                                Hydrophobicity scale, average flexibility index, polarizability parameter, free energy of amino acid solution in water, residue accessible surface area, amino acid residue volume, steric parameters, relative mutability   \[28\]
  D6         Descriptors of composition, transition and distribution   21                                    147                     Distribution and variation of physicochemical properties                        Hydrophobicity, Van der Waals volume, polarity, polarizability, charge, secondary structures, solvent accessibility                                                                                                          \[2-6, 8, 17, 29, 30\]
  D7         Quasi sequence order                                      4                                     160                     Combination of sequence composition and correlation of physicochemical          Hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, polarity, side-chain volume                                                                                                                                                                  \[10, 11, 18, 31\]
  D8         Pseudo amino acid composition                             3                                     298                     Combination of sequence composition and square correlation of physicochemical   Hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, side chain mass                                                                                                                                                                              \[23, 32\]
  D9         Combination of amino acid and dipeptide composition       2                                     420                     Combination of sequence compositions                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  D10        Combination of all eight sets of descriptors              54                                    1745                    Combination of all sets                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

The protein functional families studied here include enzyme EC2.4 \[[@B34]-[@B37]\], G protein-coupled receptors \[[@B38]-[@B40]\], transporter TC8.A \[[@B41]\], chlorophyll \[[@B42]\], lipid synthesis proteins involved in lipid synthesis \[[@B43]\], and rRNA-binding proteins. These six protein families were selected for testing the descriptor-sets based on their functional diversity, sample size and the range of reported family member prediction accuracies \[[@B2]\]. The reported prediction accuracies for these families are generally lower than those of other families \[[@B3]\], which are ideal for critically evaluating the effectiveness of these descriptor-sets; having a lower accuracy should enable a better differentiation of the performance of the various classes. SVM was used as the machine learning method for predicting these functional families because it is a popular method that has consistently been shown better performances than other machine learning methods \[[@B44],[@B45]\]. As this work is intended as a benchmarking study of the performance of various classes of descriptors, other than automatic optimization of results that is an integral part of the SVM programs, such as sigma value scanning, no further attempt was made to optimize the prediction performance of any descriptor class or of any dataset by manually tuning the parameters. Hence, prediction results reported in this paper might differ from those of reported studies.

EC2.4 includes glycosyltransferases that catalyze the synthesis of glycoconjugates and are involved in post-translational modification of proteins (glycosylation). Increased levels of glycosyltransferases have been found in disease states and inflammation \[[@B46],[@B47]\]. TC8.A consists of auxiliary transport proteins that facilitate transport across membranes, which play regulatory and structural roles \[[@B48]\]. GPCR represents G-protein coupled receptors that transduct signals for inducing cellular responses, and members of GPCR are of great pharmacological importance, as 50--60% of approved drugs elicit their therapeutic effect by selectively addressing members of the GPCR family \[[@B49]-[@B52]\]. Chlorophyll proteins are essential for harvesting solar energy in photosynthetic antenna systems \[[@B53]\]. Lipid synthesis proteins play central roles in such processes as metabolism, and deficiencies or altered functioning of lipid binding proteins are associated with disease states such as obesity, diabetes, atherosclerosis, hyperlipidemia and insulin resistance \[[@B54]\]. rRNA-binding proteins play central roles in the post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression \[[@B55],[@B56]\], and their binding capabilities are mediated by certain RNA binding domains and motifs \[[@B57]-[@B60]\].

Results and Discussion
======================

The statistics of the six datasets are given in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Training and prediction statistics for each of the studied descriptor-sets are given in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Independent validation datasets were used to test the prediction accuracies. Among the 5-fold cross-validation test, independent dataset test and jackknife test, the jackknife is deemed the most rigorous \[[@B61]\]; however, it would have taken a lot of time to use SVM to conduct the jackknife test, thus as a compromise, here we adopted the independent dataset test. The program CDHIT \[[@B62]-[@B64]\] was used to remove redundancy at both 90% and 70% sequence identity so to avoid bias, subsequently, the datasets are tested again with the independent evaluation sets and the statistics are given in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. It should be emphasized that the performance evaluation for the studied descriptor-sets are based only on the datasets studied in this work and the conclusions from this study might not be readily extended to other datasets.

###### 

Summary of datasets statistics, including size of training, testing and independent evaluation sets, and average sequence length.

  ------------- ----------- -------------- ------------- ------------------------- --------------------------- ------ ------ ------ -----
                **Total**   **Training**   **Testing**   **Independent testing**   **Average sequence size**                        
                P           N              P             N                         P                           N      P      N      
                                                                                                                                    
  EC2.4         3304        14373          1382          5068                      1022                        5859   900    3446   460
  GPCR          2819        21515          1580          7389                      717                         7333   522    6793   498
  TC8.A         229         23096          94            7962                      72                          7962   63     7172   483
  Chlorophyll   999         22997          356           7928                      333                         7928   310    7141   480
  Lipid         2192        11537          850           5779                      707                         4483   635    1275   312
  rRNA          5855        13770          2004          5246                      1940                        4953   1911   3571   376
  ------------- ----------- -------------- ------------- ------------------------- --------------------------- ------ ------ ------ -----

###### 

Dataset training statistics and prediction accuracies of six protein functional families. DS refers to descriptor set, where D1 = amino acid composition; D2 = dipeptide composition; D3 = Moreau-Broto autocorrelation; D4 = Moran autocorrelation; D5 = Geary autocorrelation; D6 = composition, transition and distribution descriptors; D7 = quasi sequence order; D8 = pseudo amino acid composition; D9 = combination of D1+D2; and D10 = combination of D1-D8. Predicted results given as TP (true positive), FN (false negative), TN (true negative), FP (false positive), Sen (sensitivity), Spec (specificity), Q (overall accuracy) and MCC (Matthews correlation coefficient).

  **Protein family**   **Des-criptor set**   **Training set**   **Testing set**   **Independent evaluation set**                                                                    
  -------------------- --------------------- ------------------ ----------------- -------------------------------- ---- ------- ---- ------ ----- ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ------
  EC2.4                D1                    1249               2120              1154                             1    9065    12   724    176   80.4   3244   202   94.1   91.3   0.74
                       D2                    1319               2120              1080                             5    8806    1    646    154   82.9   3349   97    97.2   94.1   0.80
                       D3                    1105               1756              1295                             4    9166    5    768    132   85.3   3394   52    98.5   95.8   0.87
                       D4                    1239               2221              1161                             4    8701    5    756    144   84.0   3365   81    97.7   94.8   0.84
                       D5                    1242               2223              1160                             2    8690    14   753    147   83.6   3391   55    98.4   95.4   0.85
                       D6                    1214               2077              1145                             45   8846    4    741    159   82.3   3383   63    98.2   94.9   0.84
                       D7                    1293               2624              1072                             39   8295    8    696    204   77.3   3270   176   94.9   91.3   0.73
                       D8                    1226               3008              1177                             1    7918    1    794    106   88.2   3387   59    98.3   96.2   0.88
                       D9                    1275               2747              1129                             0    8177    3    782    118   86.9   3367   79    97.7   95.5   0.86
                       D10                   1228               3254              1176                             0    7672    1    798    102   88.7   3397   49    98.6   96.5   0.89
                                                                                                                                                                                    
  GPCR                 D1                    1590               7458              1847                             1    14166   3    505    17    96.7   6735   58    99.1   99.0   0.93
                       D2                    564                711               1728                             3    14121   5    510    12    97.7   6737   56    99.2   99.1   0.93
                       D3                    1169               4628              1122                             4    10208   1    507    15    97.1   6737   56    99.2   99.0   0.93
                       D4                    1257               4474              1037                             1    10363   0    499    23    95.6   6745   48    99.3   99.0   0.93
                       D5                    1290               4724              997                              8    10113   0    494    28    94.6   6734   59    99.1   98.8   0.91
                       D6                    757                2060              1536                             2    12777   0    503    19    96.3   6742   51    99.2   99.0   0.93
                       D7                    812                2950              1482                             1    11887   0    495    27    94.8   6696   97    98.6   98.3   0.88
                       D8                    653                2171              1644                             0    12550   1    501    21    96.0   6769   24    99.7   99.4   0.95
                       D9                    1590               7458              693                              12   7322    57   512    10    98.1   6735   58    99.1   99.1   0.93
                       D10                   672                2454              1625                             0    12268   0    502    20    96.2   6757   36    99.5   99.2   0.94
                                                                                                                                                                                    
  TC8.A                D1                    118                2858              49                               0    13121   0    36     27    57.1   1843   2     99.9   98.5   0.73
                       D2                    116                1100              50                               0    14824   0    41     22    65.1   1843   2     99.9   98.7   0.78
                       D3                    94                 7962              53                               0    14501   0    42     21    66.7   1842   3     98.6   98.7   0.78
                       D4                    94                 7962              47                               0    11250   0    37     26    58.7   1843   2     99.9   98.5   0.74
                       D5                    94                 7962              47                               0    11137   0    37     26    58.7   1843   2     99.9   98.5   0.74
                       D6                    94                 7962              64                               0    15283   0    44     19    69.8   1843   2     99.9   98.9   0.81
                       D7                    94                 7962              59                               0    15045   0    43     20    68.3   1843   2     99.9   98.9   0.80
                       D8                    103                943               63                               0    14981   0    48     15    76.2   1843   2     99.9   99.1   0.85
                       D9                    114                810               52                               0    15114   0    41     22    65.1   1843   2     99.9   98.7   0.78
                       D10                   102                1068              64                               0    14856   0    48     15    76.2   1843   2     99.9   99.1   0.85
                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Chlorophyll          D1                    356                7928              166                              0    14297   0    182    128   58.7   1587   11    99.3   92.7   0.71
                       D2                    4S40               934               248                              1    7927    1    228    82    73.6   1595   3     99.8   95.6   0.83
                       D3                    425                603               264                              0    15253   0    246    64    79.4   1594   4     99.8   96.4   0.86
                       D4                    415                574               273                              1    15282   0    247    65    79.7   1597   1     99.9   96.6   0.87
                       D5                    429                615               259                              1    15240   1    233    77    75.2   1597   1     99.9   95.9   0.84
                       D6                    482                946               202                              5    14910   0    205    105   66.1   1597   1     99.9   94.4   0.79
                       D7                    394                3337              210                              85   12517   2    178    132   57.4   1597   1     99.9   93.0   0.73
                       D8                    371                1421              317                              1    14435   0    255    55    82.3   1593   5     99.7   96.9   0.88
                       D9                    399                1273              289                              1    14582   1    249    61    80.3   1591   7     99.6   96.4   0.86
                       D10                   381                1753              307                              1    14102   1    251    59    81.0   1594   4     99.8   96.7   0.88
                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Lipid synthesis      D1                    849                2026              705                              3    8229    7    470    165   74.0   1218   57    95.5   88.4   0.73
                       D2                    927                2037              629                              1    8225    0    512    123   80.6   1259   16    98.6   92.7   0.84
                       D3                    898                2968              659                              0    7294    0    509    126   80.2   1271   4     99.7   93.2   0.84
                       D4                    968                3227              588                              1    7035    0    493    142   77.6   1273   2     99.8   92.5   0.83
                       D5                    970                3280              586                              1    6982    0    491    144   77.3   1260   15    98.8   91.7   0.81
                       D6                    874                2112              681                              2    8149    1    525    110   82.7   1268   7     99.5   93.9   0.86
                       D7                    863                2415              692                              2    7845    2    512    123   80.6   1271   4     99.7   93.4   0.85
                       D8                    907                1608              615                              0    4488    0    498    137   78.4   1268   7     99.5   92.5   0.83
                       D9                    815                1613              740                              2    8638    11   525    110   82.7   1248   27    97.9   92.8   0.84
                       D10                   865                1640              657                              0    4456    0    531    104   83.6   1268   7     99.5   94.2   0.87
                                                                                                                                                                                    
  rRNA binding         D1                    548                579               3390                             6    9598    22   1824   87    95.5   3511   60    98.3   97.3   0.94
                       D2                    1133               1225              2811                             0    8974    0    1844   67    96.5   3519   52    98.5   97.8   0.95
                       D3                    1126               1638              2816                             2    8560    1    1812   99    94.8   3535   36    99.0   97.5   0.95
                       D4                    1337               1958              2697                             0    8241    0    1783   128   93.3   3484   87    97.6   96.1   0.91
                       D5                    1372               1976              2572                             0    8223    0    1784   127   93.4   3479   92    97.4   96.0   0.91
                       D6                    921                1208              2971                             52   8991    0    1824   87    95.5   3541   30    99.2   97.9   0.95
                       D7                    878                2743              3040                             26   7442    14   1808   103   97.9   3481   90    97.5   96.5   0.92
                       D8                    810                2245              3143                             0    7954    0    1849   62    96.8   3541   30    99.2   98.3   0.96
                       D9                    810                972               3075                             3    9182    2    1848   63    96.7   3526   45    98.7   98.0   0.96
                       D10                   900                2600              3044                             0    7599    0    1858   53    97.2   3547   24    99.3   98.6   0.97

###### 

Dataset statistics and prediction accuracies after homologous sequences removal (HSR) at 90% and 70% identity. DS refers to descriptor set, where D1 = amino acid composition; D2 = dipeptide composition; D3 = Moreau-Broto autocorrelation; D4 = Moran autocorrelation; D5 = Geary autocorrelation; D6 = composition, transition and distribution descriptors; D7 = quasi sequence order; D8 = pseudo amino acid composition; D9 = combination of D1+D2; and D10 = combination of D1-D8. Predicted results given as TP (true positive), FN (false negative), TN (true negative), FP (false positive), Sen (sensitivity), Spec (specificity), Q (overall accuracy) and MCC (Matthews correlation coefficient).

                               **Independent evaluation set**                                           
  ----------------- ---- ----- -------------------------------- ----- ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ------
  EC2.4             90   D1    552                              250   68.8   3235   201   94.2   89.4   0.65
                         D2    626                              176   78.1   3339   97    97.2   93.6   0.78
                         D3    609                              193   75.9   3384   52    98.5   94.2   0.80
                         D4    603                              199   75.2   3355   81    97.6   93.4   0.78
                         D5    591                              211   73.7   3381   55    98.4   93.7   0.79
                         D6    501                              301   62.5   3374   62    98.2   91.4   0.70
                         D7    545                              257   68.0   3261   175   94.9   89.8   0.66
                         D8    666                              136   83.0   3375   61    98.2   95.4   0.84
                         D9    630                              172   78.6   3357   79    97.7   94.1   0.80
                         D10   670                              132   83.5   3388   48    98.6   95.8   0.86
                                                                                                        
                    70   D1    459                              223   67.3   3193   199   94.1   89.6   0.62
                         D2    516                              166   75.7   3296   96    97.2   93.6   0.76
                         D3    503                              179   73.8   3341   51    98.5   94.4   0.78
                         D4    495                              187   72.6   3311   81    97.6   93.4   0.75
                         D5    484                              198   71.0   3339   53    98.4   93.8   0.77
                         D6    399                              283   58.5   3330   62    98.2   91.5   0.67
                         D7    452                              230   66.3   3218   174   94.9   90.1   0.63
                         D8    551                              131   80.8   3331   61    98.2   95.3   0.83
                         D9    520                              162   76.3   3314   78    97.7   94.1   0.78
                         D10   554                              128   81.2   3344   48    98.6   95.7   0.84
                                                                                                        
  GPCR              90   D1    391                              13    96.8   6724   58    99.1   99.0   0.91
                         D2    395                              9     97.8   6744   38    99.4   99.4   0.94
                         D3    393                              11    97.3   6726   56    99.2   99.1   0.92
                         D4    386                              18    95.5   6734   48    99.3   99.1   0.92
                         D5    381                              23    94.3   6723   59    99.1   98.9   0.90
                         D6    391                              13    96.8   6731   51    99.3   99.1   0.92
                         D7    382                              22    94.6   6685   97    98.6   98.3   0.86
                         D8    387                              17    95.8   6758   24    99.7   99.4   0.95
                         D9    391                              13    96.8   6752   30    99.6   99.4   0.94
                         D10   388                              16    96.0   6762   20    99.7   99.5   0.95
                                                                                                        
                    70   D1    307                              8     97.5   6695   58    99.1   99.1   0.90
                         D2    309                              6     98.1   6715   38    99.4   99.4   0.93
                         D3    306                              9     97.1   6697   56    99.2   99.1   0.90
                         D4    301                              14    95.6   6705   48    99.3   99.1   0.90
                         D5    198                              17    94.6   6694   59    99.1   98.9   0.88
                         D6    307                              8     97.5   6702   51    99.2   99.2   0.91
                         D7    296                              19    94.0   6656   97    98.6   98.4   0.83
                         D8    301                              14    95.6   6729   24    99.6   99.5   0.94
                         D9    307                              8     97.5   6723   30    99.6   99.5   0.94
                         D10   302                              13    95.9   6733   20    99.7   99.5   0.95
                                                                                                        
  TC8.A             90   D1    28                               27    50.9   1846   2     99.9   98.5   0.68
                         D2    33                               22    60.0   1846   2     99.9   98.7   0.75
                         D3    34                               21    61.8   1845   3     99.8   98.7   0.75
                         D4    29                               26    52.7   1845   3     99.8   98.8   0.75
                         D5    29                               26    52.7   1845   3     99.8   98.8   0.75
                         D6    36                               19    65.5   1846   2     99.9   98.9   0.78
                         D7    35                               20    63.6   1845   3     99.8   98.8   0.76
                         D8    40                               15    72.7   1845   3     99.8   99.2   0.82
                         D9    33                               22    60.0   1846   2     99.9   98.7   0.75
                         D10   40                               15    72.7   1845   3     99.8   99.2   0.82
                                                                                                        
                    70   D1    25                               24    51.0   1828   2     99.9   98.6   0.68
                         D2    29                               20    59.2   1828   2     99.9   98.8   0.74
                         D3    29                               20    59.2   1827   3     99.8   98.8   0.73
                         D4    26                               23    53.1   1828   2     99.9   98.7   0.70
                         D5    26                               23    53.1   1828   2     99.9   98.7   0.70
                         D6    33                               16    67.3   1828   2     99.9   99.0   0.79
                         D7    30                               19    61.2   1827   3     99.8   98.8   0.74
                         D8    36                               13    73.5   1827   3     99.8   99.2   0.82
                         D9    29                               20    59.2   1828   2     99.9   98.8   0.74
                         D10   36                               13    73.5   1827   3     99.8   99.2   0.82
                                                                                                        
  Chlorophyll       90   D1    159                              127   55.6   1594   8     99.5   92.9   0.70
                         D2    205                              81    71.7   1598   4     99.8   95.5   0.82
                         D3    224                              62    78.3   1599   3     99.8   96.6   0.86
                         D4    222                              64    77.6   1599   3     99.8   96.5   0.86
                         D5    211                              75    73.8   1598   4     99.8   95.8   0.83
                         D6    182                              104   63.6   1594   8     99.5   94.1   0.75
                         D7    159                              127   55.6   1595   9     99.4   92.8   0.69
                         D8    233                              53    81.5   1595   7     99.6   96.8   0.87
                         D9    224                              62    78.3   1594   8     99.5   96.3   0.85
                         D10   229                              57    80.1   1597   5     99.7   96.7   0.87
                                                                                                        
                    70   D1    113                              118   48.9   1578   8     99.5   93.1   0.65
                         D2    155                              76    67.1   1582   4     99.8   95.6   0.79
                         D3    171                              60    74.0   1583   3     99.8   96.5   0.84
                         D4    171                              60    74.0   1583   3     99.8   96.5   0.84
                         D5    161                              70    69.7   1582   4     99.8   95.9   0.81
                         D6    137                              94    59.3   1578   8     99.5   94.4   0.72
                         D7    114                              117   49.4   1575   11    99.3   93.0   0.64
                         D8    182                              49    78.8   1579   7     99.6   96.9   0.85
                         D9    172                              59    74.5   1578   8     99.5   96.3   0.82
                         D10   178                              53    77.1   1581   5     99.7   96.8   0.85
                                                                                                        
  Lipid synthesis   90   D1    403                              149   73.0   1213   59    95.4   88.6   0.72
                         D2    431                              121   78.1   1256   16    98.7   92.5   0.81
                         D3    436                              116   79.0   1268   4     99.7   93.4   0.84
                         D4    421                              131   76.3   1270   2     99.8   92.7   0.83
                         D5    416                              136   75.4   1270   2     99.8   92.4   0.82
                         D6    449                              103   81.3   1270   2     99.8   94.2   0.86
                         D7    435                              117   78.8   1269   3     99.8   93.4   0.84
                         D8    423                              129   76.6   1265   7     99.5   92.5   0.82
                         D9    449                              103   81.3   1245   27    97.9   92.9   0.83
                         D10   454                              98    82.3   1265   7     99.5   94.2   0.86
                                                                                                        
                    70   D1    316                              138   69.6   1205   59    95.3   88.5   0.69
                         D2    343                              111   75.6   1248   16    98.7   92.6   0.81
                         D3    340                              114   74.9   1260   4     99.7   93.1   0.82
                         D4    330                              124   72.7   1262   2     99.8   92.7   0.81
                         D5    328                              126   72.3   1260   4     99.7   92.4   0.80
                         D6    358                              96    78.9   1244   20    98.4   93.3   0.82
                         D7    342                              112   75.3   1257   7     99.5   93.1   0.82
                         D8    331                              123   72.9   1257   7     99.4   92.4   0.80
                         D9    360                              94    79.3   1237   27    97.9   93.0   0.81
                         D10   360                              94    79.3   1257   7     99.5   94.1   0.85
                                                                                                        
  rRNA binding      90   D1    1407                             91    93.9   3502   59    98.3   97.0   0.93
                         D2    1437                             61    95.9   3510   51    98.6   97.8   0.95
                         D3    1403                             95    93.7   3529   32    99.1   97.5   0.93
                         D4    1347                             151   89.9   3491   70    98.0   95.6   0.89
                         D5    1347                             151   89.9   3533   28    99.2   96.5   0.91
                         D6    1451                             47    96.9   3537   24    99.3   98.6   0.97
                         D7    1358                             140   90.7   3429   132   96.3   94.6   0.87
                         D8    1442                             56    96.3   3531   30    99.2   98.3   0.96
                         D9    1436                             62    95.9   3518   43    98.8   97.9   0.95
                         D10   1449                             49    96.7   3537   24    99.3   98.6   0.97
                                                                                                        
                    70   D1    924                              83    91.8   3454   59    98.3   96.9   0.91
                         D2    952                              55    94.5   3463   50    98.6   97.7   0.93
                         D3    920                              87    91.4   3483   30    99.2   97.4   0.92
                         D4    907                              100   90.1   3444   69    98.0   96.3   0.89
                         D5    908                              99    90.2   3485   28    99.2   97.2   0.92
                         D6    963                              44    95.6   3493   20    99.4   98.6   0.96
                         D7    917                              90    91.1   3382   131   96.3   95.1   0.86
                         D8    654                              53    94.7   3484   29    99.2   98.2   0.95
                         D9    950                              57    94.3   3471   42    98.8   97.8   0.94
                         D10   960                              47    95.3   3490   23    99.4   98.5   0.96

The performance of the ten descriptor-sets were ranked by the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) values of the respective SVM prediction of the six functional families, which are given in Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}. The computed MCC scores for these descriptor-sets are in the range of 0.64\~0.97 for all protein families studied. Accordingly, the performance of these descriptor-sets is categorized into two groups based on their MCC values: \'Exceptional\' (\>0.85) and \'Good\' (≤0.85). Moreover, these descriptor-sets are aligned in the order of their MCC values with \"=\" being of equal values and \"\>\" indicating that one is better than the other. It is noted that, as the differences of many of these MCC values are rather small, such alignment is likely superficial to some extent and may not best reflect the real ranking of performance. Overall, the performances of these descriptor-sets are not significantly different, there is no overwhelmingly preferred descriptor-set, and SVM prediction performance appears to be highly dependent on the dataset.

###### 

Descriptor sets ranked and grouped by MCC (Matthews correlation coefficient), before and after removal of homologous sequences at 90% and 70% identity, respectively.

  **Protein family**   **% HRS\***   Prediction performance                                   
  -------------------- ------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
  EC2.4                NR            D10 \> D8\> D9 \> D3                                     D5 \> D4 = D6 \> D2 \> D1 \> D7
                       90%           D10                                                      D8 \> D3 = D9 \> D5 \> D2 = D4 \> D6 \> D7 \> D1
                       70%                                                                    D10 \> D8 \> D3 = D9 \> D5 \> D2 \> D4 \> D6 \> D7 \> D1
  GPCR                 NR            D8 \> D10 \> D1 = D2 = D3 = D4 = D6 = D9 \> D5 \> D7     
                       90%           D8 = D10 \> D2 = D9 \> D3 = D4 = D6 \> D1 \> D5 \> D7    
                       70%           D10 \> D8 = D9 \> D2 \> D6 \> D1 = D3 = D4 \> D5         D7
  TC8.A                NR                                                                     D8 = D10 \> D6 \> D7 \> D2 = D3 = D9 \> D4 = D5 \> D1
                       90%                                                                    D8 = D10 \> D6 \> D7 \> D2 = D3 = D4 = D5 = D9 \> D1
                       70%                                                                    D8 = D10 \> D6 \> D2 = D7 = D9 \> D3 \> D4 = D5 \> D1
  Chlorophyll          NR            D8 = D10 \> D4 \> D3 = D9                                D5 \> D2 \> D6 \> D7 \> D1
                       90%           D8 = D10 \> D3 = D4                                      D9 \> D5 \> D2 \> D6 \> D1 \> D7
                       70%                                                                    D8 = D10 \> D3 = D4 \> D9 \> D5 \> D2 \> D6 \> D1 \> D7
  Lipid synthesis      NR            D10 \> D6                                                D7 \> D2 = D3 = D9 \> D4 = D8 \> D5 \> D1
                       90%           D6 = D10                                                 D3 = D7 \> D4 = D9 \> D5 = D8 \> D2 \> D1
                       70%                                                                    D10 \> D3 = D6 = D7 \> D2 = D4 = D9 \> D5 = D8 \> D1
  rRNA binding         NR            D10 \> D8 = D9 \> D2 = D3 = D6 \> D1 \> D7\> D4 = D5     
                       90%           D6 = D10 \> D8 \> D2 = D9 \> D1 = D3 \> D5 \> D4\> D7    
                       70%           D6 = D10\> D8 \> D9 \> D2 \> D3 = D5 \> D1 \> D4 \> D7   

\*HSR: homologous sequence removed

NR: (homologous sequences) Not Removed

As shown in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, for many of the studied datasets, the differences in prediction accuracies and MCC values between different descriptor-sets are small. In particular, for GPCR and rRNA binding proteins, the results of almost all descriptor-sets are in the \'Exceptional\' category. Examining the range of MCC values of the descriptor-sets for each of the studied protein families (after removal of 70% homologous sequences), the differences between the largest and smallest MCC values are, in order of increasing magnitude: 0.10, 0.12, 0.14, 0.16, 0.21 and 0.21 for rRNA binding proteins, GPCR, TC8.A, lipid synthesis proteins, chlorophyll proteins and EC.2.4 families respectively. Given that a difference of 0.10 and 0.20 in MCC values translates to an approximate 4% and 7% difference in overall prediction accuracy, this separation is not large indeed.

Though the dataset is a more important determinant of prediction performance than the choice of descriptor class, a few general trends could be observed. Three out of four of the combination-sets tend to exhibit slightly but consistently higher MCC values for the protein families studied in this work. These sets are Sets D8, D9 and D10. In contrast, only one out of six individual sets, Set D6, tend to exhibit slightly but consistently higher MCC values for the protein families studied in this work. Therefore, statistically speaking, it appears that the use of combination-sets tend to give slightly better prediction performance than the use of individual-sets.

When each class was examined individually in this study, we find that the combination of amino acid composition and dipeptide composition (Set D9) tends to give consistently better results than that of the individual descriptor-sets (Set D1 and Set D2). It has been reported that one drawback of amino acid composition descriptors is that the same amino acid composition may correspond to diverse sequences as sequence order is lost \[[@B24],[@B33]\]. This sequence order information can be partially covered by considering dipeptide composition (Set D2). On the other hand, dipeptide composition lacks information concerning the fraction of the individual residue in the sequence, thus, a combination-set is expected to give better prediction results \[[@B24],[@B33],[@B65],[@B66]\].

Using all descriptor-sets (Set D10) generally, but not always, gives the best result, which is consistent with the findings on the use of molecular descriptors for predicting compounds of specific properties. \[[@B67],[@B68]\] For instance, Xue *et al*. found that feature selection methods are capable of reducing the noise generated by the use of overlapping and redundant molecular descriptors, and in some cases, improving the accuracy of SVM classification of pharmacokinetic behaviour of chemical agents \[[@B69]\]. In our study, for example, the three autocorrelation descriptor-sets (Sets D3, D4 and D5) all utilize the same physicochemical properties, only differing in the correlation algorithm. The use of all available descriptors likely results in the inclusion of partially redundant information, some of which may to some extent become noise that interferes with the prediction results or obscures relevant information. Based on the results of previous studies \[[@B69]\], it is possible that feature selection methods may be applied for selecting the optimal set of descriptors to improve prediction accuracy as well as computing efficiency for predicting protein functional families.

Conclusion
==========

The effectiveness of ten protein descriptor-sets in six protein functional family prediction using SVM was evaluated. Corroborating with previous work done on chemical descriptors \[[@B67],[@B68],[@B70]-[@B76]\] and protein descriptors \[[@B4],[@B21],[@B30],[@B32],[@B35],[@B43],[@B77],[@B78]\], we found that the descriptor-sets evaluated in this paper, which comprise some of the commonly used descriptors, generally return good results and do not differ significantly. In particular, the use of combination descriptor-sets tends to give slightly better prediction performance than the use of individual descriptor-sets. While there seems to be no preferred descriptor-set that could be utilized for all datasets as prediction results is highly dependent on datasets, the performance of protein classification may be enhanced by selection of optimal combinations of descriptors using established feature-selection methods \[[@B79],[@B80]\]. Incorporation of appropriate sets of physicochemical properties not covered by some of the existing descriptor-sets may also help improving the prediction performance.

Methods
=======

Datasets
--------

The datasets were obtained from SwissProt \[[@B81]\], except for TC8.A, which was downloaded from Transport Classification Database (TCDB) \[[@B41]\]. These datasets were chosen for their functional diversity, sample size and the range of reported family member prediction accuracies. As SVM is essentially a statistical method, the datasets cannot be too small; yet it would also be convenient for the purposes of this study if they were not too large as to be unwieldy computationally. These downloaded datasets were used to construct the positive dataset for the corresponding SVM classification system. A negative dataset, representing non-class members, was generated by a well-established procedure \[[@B2],[@B3],[@B21],[@B30]\] such that all proteins was grouped into domain families \[[@B82]\] in the PFAM database, and the representative proteins of these families unrelated to the protein family being studied were chosen as negative samples.

These proteins, positive and negative, were further divided into separate training, testing and independent evaluation sets by the following procedure: First, proteins were converted into descriptor vectors and then clustered using hierarchical clustering into groups in the structural and physicochemical feature space \[[@B83]\], where more homologous sequences will have shorter distances between them, and the largest separation between clusters was set to a ceiling of 20. One representative protein was randomly selected from each group to form a training set that is sufficiently diverse and broadly distributed in the feature space. Another protein within the group was randomly selected to form the testing set. The selected proteins from each group were further checked to ensure that they are distinguished from the proteins in other groups. The remaining proteins were then designated as the independent evaluation set, also checked to be at a reasonable level of diversity. Fragments, defined as smaller than 60 residues, were discarded. This selection process ensures that the training, testing and evaluation sets constructed are sufficiently diverse and broadly distributed in the feature space. Though an analysis of the \'similar\' proteins in each cluster showed that the majority of the proteins in a cluster are quite non-homologous, the program CDHIT (Cluster Database at High Identity with Tolerance) \[[@B62]-[@B64]\] was further used after the SVM model was trained to remove redundancy at both 90% and 70% sequence identity, so as to avoid bias as far as possible. CDHIT removes homologous sequences by clustering the protein dataset at some user-defined sequence identity threshold, for example 90%, and then generating a database of only the cluster representatives, thus eliminating sequences with greater than 90% identity. The statistical details are given in Tables [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

Algorithms for generating protein descriptors
---------------------------------------------

Ten sets of commonly used composition and physicochemical descriptors were generated from the protein sequence (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). These descriptors can be computed via the PROFEAT server \[[@B22]\].

Amino acid composition (Set D1) is defined as the fraction of each amino acid type in a sequence

$$f(r) = \frac{N_{r}}{N},$$

where *r*= 1, 2, \..., 20, *N*~*r*~is the number of amino acid of type *r*, and *N*is the length of the sequence. Dipeptide composition (Set D2) is defined as

$$fr(r,s) = \frac{N_{rs}}{N - 1},$$

where *r*, *s*= 1, 2, \..., 20, *N*~*ij*~is the number of dipeptides composed of amino acid types *r*and *s*.

Autocorrelation descriptors are a class of topological descriptors, also known as molecular connectivity indices, describe the level of correlation between two objects (protein or peptide sequences) in terms of their specific structural or physicochemical property \[[@B84]\], which are defined based on the distribution of amino acid properties along the sequence \[[@B85]\]. Eight amino acid properties are used for deriving the autocorrelation descriptors: hydrophobicity scale \[[@B86]\]; average flexibility index \[[@B87]\]; polarizability parameter \[[@B88]\]; free energy of amino acid solution in water \[[@B88]\]; residue accessible surface areas \[[@B89]\]; amino acid residue volumes \[[@B90]\]; steric parameters \[[@B91]\]; and relative mutability \[[@B92]\].

These autocorrelation properties are normalized and standardized such that

$$P_{r}^{'} = \frac{P_{r} - \overline{p}}{\sigma},$$

where $\overline{P}$ is the average value of a particular property of the 20 amino acids. $\overline{P}$ and σ are given by

$$\overline{P} = \frac{\sum\limits_{r = 1}^{20}P_{r}}{20},$$

and

$$\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{1}{20}{\sum\limits_{r = 1}^{20}{(P_{r} - \overline{P})}^{2}}}.$$

Moreau-Broto autocorrelation descriptors (Set D3) \[[@B84],[@B93]\] are defined as

$$AC(d) = {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N - d}{P_{i}P_{i + d}}},$$

where *d*= 1, 2, \..., 30 is the lag of the autocorrelation, and *P*~*i*~and *P*~*i*+*d*~are the properties of the amino acid at positions *i*and *i+d*respectively. After applying normalization, we get

$$ATS(d) = \frac{AC(d)}{N - d}.$$

Moran autocorrelation descriptors (Set D4) \[[@B94]\] are calculated as

$$I(d) = \frac{\frac{1}{N - d}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N - d}{(P_{i} - \overline{P})(P_{i + d} - \overline{P})}}}{\frac{1}{N}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}{(P_{i} - \overline{P})}^{2}}},$$

where *d*, *P*~*i*~and *P*~*i*+*d*~are defined in the same way as that for Moreau-Broto autocorrelation and $\overline{P}$ is the average of the considered property *P*along the sequence:

$$\overline{P} = \frac{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}P_{i}}{N}.$$

Geary autocorrelation descriptors (Set D5) \[[@B95]\] are written as

$$C(d) = \frac{\frac{1}{2(N - d)}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N - d}{(P_{i} - P_{i + d})}^{2}}}{\frac{1}{N - 1}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}{(P_{i} - \overline{P})}^{2}}},$$

where *d*, $\overline{P}$, *P*~*i*~and *P*~*i*+*d*~are defined as above. Comparing the three autocorrelation descriptors: while Moreau-Broto autocorrelation uses the property values as the basis for measurement, Moran autocorrelation utilizes property deviations from the average values, and Geary utilizes the square-difference of property values instead of vector-products (of property values or deviations). The Moran and Geary autocorrelation descriptors measure spatial autocorrelation, which is the correlation of a variable with itself through space.

The descriptors in Set D6 comprise of the composition (*C*), transition (*T*) and distribution (*D*) features of seven structural or physicochemical properties along a protein or peptide sequence \[[@B5],[@B29]\]. The seven physicochemical properties \[[@B2],[@B5],[@B29]\] are hydrophobicity; normalized Van der Waals volume; polarity; polarizibility; charge; secondary structures; and solvent accessibility. For each of these properties, the amino acids are divided into three groups such that those in a particular group are regarded to have approximately the same property. For instance, residues can be divided into hydrophobic (CVLIMFW), neutral (GASTPHY), and polar (RKEDQN) groups. *C*is defined as the number of residues with that particular property divided by the total number of residues in a protein sequence. *T*characterizes the percent frequency with which residues with a particular property is followed by residues of a different property. *D*measures the chain length within which the first, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the amino acids with a particular property are located respectively. There are 21 elements representing these three descriptors: 3 for *C*, 3 for *T*and 15 for *D*, and the protein feature vector is constructed by sequentially combining the 21 elements for all of these properties and the 20 residues, resulting in a total of 188 dimensions.

The quasi-sequence order descriptors (Set D7) \[[@B96]\] are derived from both the Schneider-Wrede physicochemical distance matrix \[[@B10],[@B18],[@B97]\] and the Grantham chemical distance matrix \[[@B31]\], between each pair of the 20 amino acids. The physicochemical properties computed include hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, polarity, and side-chain volume. Similar to the descriptors in Set D6, sequence order descriptors can also be used for representing amino acid distribution patterns of a specific physicochemical property along a protein or peptide sequence \[[@B18],[@B31]\]. For a protein chain of *N*amino acid residues R~1~R~2~\...R~*N*~, the sequence order effect can be approximately reflected through a set of sequence order coupling numbers

$$\tau_{d} = {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N - d}{(d_{i,i + d})}^{2}},$$

where τ~*d*~is the *d*th rank sequence order coupling number (*d*= 1, 2, \..., 30) that reflects the coupling mode between all of the most contiguous residues along a protein sequence, and *d*~*i*,*i*+*d*~is the distance between the two amino acids at position *i*and *i+d*. For each amino acid type, the type 1 quasi sequence order descriptor can be defined as

$$X_{r} = \frac{f_{r}}{\sum\limits_{r = 1}^{20}{f_{r} + w{\sum\limits_{d = 1}^{30}\tau_{d}}}},$$

where *r*= 1, 2, \..., 20, *f*~*r*~is the normalized occurrence of amino acid type *i*and *w*is a weighting factor (*w*= 0.1). The type 2 quasi sequence order is defined as

$$X_{d} = \frac{w\tau_{d - 20}}{\sum\limits_{r = 1}^{20}{f_{r} + w{\sum\limits_{d = 1}^{30}\tau_{d}}}},$$

where *d*= 21, 22, \..., 50. The combination of these two equations gives us a vector that describes a protein: the first 20 components reflect the effect of the amino acid composition, while the components from 21 to 50 reflect the effect of sequence order.

Similar to the quasi-sequence order descriptor, the pseudo amino acid descriptor (Set D8) is made up of a 50-dimensional vector in which the first 20 components reflect the effect of the amino acid composition and the remaining 30 components reflect the effect of sequence order, only now, the coupling number τ~*d*~is now replaced by the sequence order correlation factor θ~λ~\[[@B32]\]. The set of sequence order correlated factors is defined as follows:

$$\theta_{\lambda} = \frac{1}{N - \lambda}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{L - \lambda}{\Theta(R_{i},R_{i + \lambda})}},$$

where θ~λ~is the first-tier correlation factor that reflects the sequence order correlation between all of the λ-most contiguous resides along a protein chain (λ = 1,\...30) and *N*is the number of amino acid residues. Θ(R~*i*~, R~*j*~) is the correlation factor and is given by

$$\Theta(R_{i},R_{j}) = \frac{1}{3}\left\{ {\left\lbrack {H_{1}(R_{j}) - H_{1}(R_{i})} \right\rbrack^{2} + \left\lbrack {H_{2}(R_{j}) - H_{2}(R_{i})} \right\rbrack^{2} + \left\lbrack {M(R_{j}) - M(R_{i})} \right\rbrack^{2}} \right\},$$

where *H*~1~(R~*i*~), *H*~2~(R~*i*~) and *M*(R~*i*~) are the hydrophobicity \[[@B98]\], hydrophilicity \[[@B99]\] and side-chain mass of amino acid R~*i*~, respectively. Before being substituted in the above equation, the various physicochemical properties *P*(*i*) are subjected to a standard conversion,

$$P(i) = \frac{P^{0}(i) - {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{20}\frac{P^{0}(i)}{20}}}{\sqrt{\frac{{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{20}\left\lbrack {P^{0}(i) - {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{20}\frac{P^{0}(i)}{20}}} \right\rbrack}^{2}}{20}}}$$

This sequence order correlation definition \[Eqs. (14), (15)\] introduce more correlation factors of physicochemical effects as compared to the coupling number \[Eq. (11)\], and has shown to be an improvement on the way sequence order effect information is represented \[[@B32],[@B35],[@B100]\]. Thus, for each amino acid type, the first part of the vector is defined as

$$X_{r} = \frac{f_{r}}{\sum\limits_{r = 1}^{20}{f_{r} + w{\sum\limits_{d = 1}^{30}\theta_{j}}}},$$

where *r*= 1, 2, \..., 20, *f*~*r*~is the normalized occurrence of amino acid type *i*and *w*is a weighting factor (*w*= 0.1), and the second part is defined as

$$X_{d} = \frac{w\theta_{d - 20}}{\sum\limits_{r = 1}^{20}{f_{r} + w{\sum\limits_{d = 1}^{30}\vartheta_{\lambda}}}}.$$

Support Vector Machines (SVM)
-----------------------------

As the SVM algorithms have been extensively described in the literature \[[@B2],[@B3],[@B101]\], only a brief description is given here. In the case of a linear SVM, a hyperplane that separates two different classes of feature vectors with a maximum margin is constructed. One class represents positive samples, for example EC2.4 proteins, and the other the negative samples. This hyperplane is constructed by finding a vector **w**and a parameter *b*that minimizes \|\|**w**\|\|^2^that satisfies the following conditions: **w**·**x**~*i*~+ *b*≥ 1, for *y*~*i*~= 1 (positive class) and **w**·**x**~*i*~+ *b*≤ -1, for *y*~*i*~= -1 (negative class). Here **x**~*i*~is a feature vector, *y*~*i*~is the group index, **w**is a vector normal to the hyperplane, $\frac{\left| b \right|}{\left| \middle| \mathbf{w} \middle| \right|}$ is the perpendicular distance from the hyperplane to the origin, and \|\|**w**\|\|^2^is the Euclidean norm of **w**. In the case of a nonlinear SVM, feature vectors are projected into a high dimensional feature space by using a kernel function such as $K(\mathbf{x}_{i},\mathbf{x}_{j}) = e^{- {\|{\mathbf{x}_{i} - \mathbf{x}_{j}}\|}^{2}/2\sigma^{2}}$. The linear SVM procedure is then applied to the feature vectors in this feature space. After the determination of **w**and *b*, a given vector **x**can be classified by using *sign*\[(**w**.**x**) + *b*\], a positive or negative value indicating that the vector **x**belongs to the positive or negative class respectively.

As a discriminative method, the performance of SVM classification can be accessed by measuring the true positive *TP*(correctly predicted positive samples), false negative *FN*(positive samples incorrectly predicted as negative), true negative *TN*(correctly predicted negative samples), and false positive *FP*(negative samples incorrectly predicted as positive) \[[@B4],[@B102],[@B103]\]. As the numbers of positive and negative samples are imbalanced, the positive prediction accuracy or sensitivity *Q*~*p*~= *TP*/(*TP+FN*) and negative prediction accuracy or specificity *Q*~*n*~= *TN*/(*TN+FP*) \[[@B101]\] are also introduced. The overall accuracy is defined as *Q*= (*TP+TN*)/(*TP+FN+TN+FP*). However, in some cases, *Q*, *Q*~*p*~, and *Q*~*n*~are insufficient to provide a complete assessment of the performance of a discriminative method \[[@B102],[@B104]\]. Thus the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) was used in this work to evaluate the randomness of the prediction:

$$MCC = \frac{TP \times TN - FP \times FN}{\sqrt{(TP + FN)(TP + FP)(TN + FP)(TN + FN)}},$$

where MCC ∈ \[-1,1\], with a negative value indicating disagreement of the prediction and a positive value indicating agreement. A zero value means the prediction is completely random. The MCC utilizes all four basic elements of the accuracy and it provides a better summary of the prediction performance than the overall accuracy.
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